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FEEDBACK

 For 2015, Mary Maude Research extended the 
investor perception study beyond the usual 
quantitative research aimed at identifying the best 
exponents of investor relations in the US. This 

year, the researchers also quizzed analysts and investors 
about their requirements of IR teams in general and 
their opinions of the service they currently receive. 

The aim was to find out which areas are being 
handled well and which need improvement, to reveal the 
kind of changes people would like to see and to identify 
what the investment community sees as best practice. 
The areas under review were:

What the investment community  
really wants

• People in IR
• Reporting & disclosure 
• Use of technology
• Meetings 
• Improvements in IR
• Corporate governance
• Sustainability 

IROS: ACCESSIBILITY AND RESPONSIVENESS
‘IROs should be open, accessible and responsive. That’s over and above any technology employed’ – sell side

‘The important factor is their availability, combined with a willingness to answer our questions. They may not be able  
to answer you with data, but they can give you a perspective to help you think about it in the right way. They should try to 
understand why you are asking a particular question and answer you, subject to legal limitations, of course’ – buy side

‘They must be responsive. I need to be directed to someone who can answer questions in a good, timely manner’ – sell side

‘Responsiveness is key. I want people to be fast, helpful and communicative, and to help us to do roadshows.  
But speed is probably the main thing’ – sell side

‘IROs need to be willing to take calls, able to talk about their business and good at getting the information we need.  
They also need to have a grasp of what’s going on generally’ – sell side

‘They need to be transparent and accessible throughout the year’ – independent analyst

‘I want accessibility and knowledge’ – sell side

‘I would like to see IROs being more proactive’ – sell side

‘The most important thing is honesty’ – sell side

The people
Asked what they want from IROs, and from senior 
management members in their IR role, respondents are 
forthcoming with both opinions and recommendations. 

The usual themes of speed of accessibility and respon-
siveness are common, as are the ability to provide solid 
information and insight into corporate strategy.
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FEEDBACK

NO NEW DEVELOPMENTS

NO NEED FOR MORE TECHNOLOGY

‘Nobody is doing anything interesting here and that is just fine with me’ – sell side

‘Generally, I think the Bloomberg site has improved more than individual companies have but watching webcasts  
and getting information have certainly become easier Also, many companies outsource their service’ – sell side

‘There are no new developments. We see some of the webcasts, texts and so on but they are not all that helpful’– sell side

‘There is nothing new’ – buy side

‘They are all the same. They all do conference calls and no one has the edge’ – sell side

‘Most of the companies I follow in the technology sector communicate by email or phone. It’s low-tech technology’ – buy side

‘There are no revolutionaries out there right now’ – sell side

‘I just want lots of historical information on websites’ – buy side

‘I find phone calls with individuals prepared to follow up and dig deeper are better than any technology’ – sell side

‘Overall, I don’t really see a significant role for technology in IR’ – sell side

‘Technology doesn’t have a place in IR. It is the Wall Street analysts’ role to go beyond reading a transcript:  
they have to read body language and ask direct questions of a CEO’ – sell side

‘I’m kind of old-fashioned so there may be things happening in technology I don’t know about.  
But for me it’s still a question of face-to-face meetings and old-school research techniques’ – sell side

‘Technology can sometimes throw up a lot of misinformation.  
I want dissemination of information, not technical wizardry’ – sell side

‘Meetings are more productive than technology’ – sell side

‘Far more important than technology are one-to-one meetings or conversations over the phone’ – sell side

‘Talking on the phone is far preferable to email’ – sell side

‘To be honest, I’m not sure emailing and downloading a press release is any more useful  
than when it was faxed through. After all, it’s the same document’ – sell side

Respondents were asked: in terms of technology, 
whether for financial reporting or otherwise, what new 
developments do you think actually help the investor 
relations process – and how? They were then invited to 

Technology 
give their views on use of different kinds of technology 
for IR, from webcasts to videoconferences, from social 
media to apps. Their views are grouped first by attitude, 
then by technology type.
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FEEDBACK

BOARD COMPOSITION

EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION

‘I want to see heavy management ownership. I like to be aligned with the person who runs the company’ – buy side

‘I want to see plenty of outside directors’ – buy side

‘Corporate governance has improved greatly. We’re seeing more separation of the chairman  
and CEO roles and greater independence on the board’ – buy side 

‘In terms of board composition, my main focus is separate chairman and CEO roles’ – sell side

‘Separation of the CEO and chairman roles is crucial’ – buy side

‘Shareholder and management interests should be aligned, which means management shouldn’t  
use the company like an ATM. Salaries should be limited, with stock options aligned to stock price.  

There are a few companies that have a frugal management salary compensation and incentive structure.  
Unfortunately, it’s lacking at most companies, where management members pay themselves far too well’ – buy side

‘The biggest issue for me is disclosure of pay. Exxon, for example, has a good policy on cash compensation, not options.  
Many companies abuse options’ – buy side

‘Some companies’ management teams seem to get paid more than 3 percent to 4 percent of the revenue,  
which is much too high. It’s rare that I wouldn’t invest because of that, but I do look at it’ – buy side

‘Options issued to management should be kept at a reasonable level’ – buy side

‘Pay structure is the most important issue in governance’ – buy side

‘Pay is a most pressing issue and the splitting of chairman and CEO roles is becoming a hot topic’ – buy side

‘We monitor stock-based compensation and ask whether it’s growing every year’ – sell side

‘I cannot stand large proportions of money going to a small number of executives.  
In some cases I haven’t invested when the CEO was too highly paid’ – buy side

‘In the energy industry we see lots of conflicts, unfortunately. It is not uncommon to see  
management members being self-serving, selling their personal property to the corporation. There was  

a CEO recently who sold family property to the company. This is not at all uncommon in my sector’ – buy side

‘You have to watch out for outlandish compensation’ – sell side

Respondents were invited to talk about the various 
aspects of corporate governance that matter most to 
them. In general, most say they are concerned about 
transparency and accountability to shareholders, with 

Corporate governance
only a few exceptions. Below is a selection of typical 
comments made about board composition and  
executive compensation, two significant areas of 
concern – especially to the buy side.
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TOP 20 COMPANY PROFILES

says Preston. ‘But we do try to attend two or three 
conferences per year to ensure our message reaches  
a broader audience.’

Senior management members are involved in the 
program, too. ‘CFO Stuart Burgdoerfer participates  
in conferences and non-deal roadshows as well as  
small or large group meetings in Columbus or abroad,’ 
says Preston. ‘Les Wexner, chairman and CEO, attends 
headquarter events and the annual investor update 
meeting; the president of L Brands International hosts 
various meetings and conference calls and attends  
our annual investor update meeting; and the Victoria’s 
Secret and Bath & Body Works chief executives  
participate in headquarter visits and our annual  
investor update meeting.’

In an effort to establish how well all this is received 
by the investment community, L Brands conducts a 
bi-annual investor perception study with Rivel Research. 
Additionally, Preston says, ‘we have gathered more than 
15 years of actionable insight from sell-side analysts, 
buy-side analysts and portfolio managers. We share  
the results with our executive team and board members 
and use the feedback to better tailor our efforts to our 
customers’ needs.’

It all seems to be working pretty well. Ranked 20th  
in the IR Magazine US Top 100 two years ago, L Brands 
moved up to ninth last year and is now seventh. More-
over, it’s short-listed for three awards in 2015 and wins 
the gong for best IR in the consumer discretionary sector.

Amie Preston 
Head of IR, L Brands

7 L Brands
BEST IN SECTOR (see p60)

Listing  
information

Large cap
NYSE
Consumer discretionary

Head of IR Amie Preston

IR team
Annamarie Schaeffer
Kim Schiffmacher
Carol Dreska

Awards 2015 Best in sector – consumer discretionary

Short lists 
2015

Best IR by a CFO (large cap)
Best use of social media

Contact 
information

www.lb.com
apreston@lb.com
+1 614 415 6400

 ‘A
s the landscape has changed in terms of 
increasing analyst coverage (37, including 
independent research firms) and new interest 
from growth investors especially in Europe, it 

has become increasingly important to edit our targeting 
program.’ So says Amie Preston, head of IR at L Brands.

For some IROs that might sound like exactly the sort 
of problem they’d like to have, but that makes it no less 
real for L Brands. ‘Unfortunately, we’ve had to decline 
numerous event requests from the sell side, and in 
some cases meeting requests from the buy side, in  
an effort to ensure we are making the best use of 
management’s time,’ Preston goes on. ‘It’s been very 
difficult over the past year and heading into 2015, but 
we’ve learned how to say ‘no’ and focus our efforts on 
the few that produce the many.’

Nevertheless, L Brands has a heavy IR program.  
‘We participated in several hundred conference calls  
and one-on-one meetings last year,’ reports Preston.  
‘All told, we interacted with 266 unique analysts and 
portfolio managers from 175 firms in 2014.’

The company held nine roadshows – Baltimore, 
Boston, Chicago, Denver, London, Los Angeles,  
Minneapolis, New York and San Francisco – participated 
in two conferences and hosted four small group  
meetings at headquarters. ‘Obviously, we find roadshows 
and headquarters-based meetings the most productive,’ 

L is for learning curve
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US AWARDS 2015

Grand prix for best overall investor relations 
(large cap)

1  COVIDIEN

‘Covidien is highly proactive in every aspect of IR’ – buy side

‘The IR department as a whole is extremely proactive and 
Cole Lannum is the king of IR professionals’ – buy side

‘Covidien is so proactive about reaching out to us and Cole 
Lannum gives us the best information he can given the limits 
of disclosure in the US’ – sell side

Covidien

Intel

ConocoPhillips

Enterprise Products Partners

Honeywell

JPMorgan Chase & Co

L Brands

Danaher 

Medtronic

General Electric

VF Corporation

LinkedIn 

Schlumberger 

Halliburton

Sherwin-Williams

Ecolab

American Express

Discover Financial Services

Home Depot

UnitedHealth Group

375

282

278

274

262

244

230

214

213

194

190

184

178

177

177

174

169

158

158

150

2  INTEL

‘Despite it being such a large company, the IR guys are readily 
available at Intel and are proactive with both the buy side and 
the sell side. They also create access to top management and 
divisional heads’ – sell side 

‘Overall, Intel has the best IR package’ – sell side

3  CONOCOPHILLIPS

‘Hands down the best company in my space is Conoco. It has 
the best IR program’ – buy side

‘My perception is that Conoco’s IR is just that bit better than 
others. It is precise in what it tells you, explaining targets and 
what will happen if there are changes’ – sell side 

4  ENTERPRISE PRODUCTS PARTNERS

‘EPD is totally available at conferences and gives us lots of 
time with management members who provide us with good 
insights into the business. Overall, it is my favorite company to 
meet with’ – buy side 

‘I get such clear communication from EPD that it is easy to 
understand its story. It is a great family business, well run 
with a fantastic team effort from the IR people’ – sell side

5  HONEYWELL

‘The CEO of Honeywell, David Cote, is often at events. He  
is easy to talk to and has a good presenting style both on  
webcasts and in person. It is a large company but Elena Doom 
and David Cote are both on the ball’ – buy side

6  JPMORGAN CHASE & CO

‘Jamie Dimon knows the business better than anyone and is 
straightforward (to a fault). He fights a good fight whether it’s 
political or the financial crisis. He sticks to his guns and does 
what he thinks best. That’s why shareholders support him’ – 
buy side  
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Best corporate  
governance 

Most progress in IR

1  DANAHER

‘Danaher’s corporate governance policy is clearly laid out  
and the executive compensation scheme is fair to both  
shareholders and executives’ – buy side

=2  COVIDIEN

‘As with all its investor communications, Covidien’s corporate 
governance is reassuringly clear’ – buy side 

=2  INTEL

‘Overall, Intel has the best IR package, from its outstandingly 
efficient communications to its rigorous approach to  
corporate governance’ – sell side

4  JPMORGAN CHASE & CO

‘As with all large banks, JPMorgan understands what 
shareholders need to feel secure that the company is being 
run with our best interests in mind. Here, all the corporate 
governance boxes are ticked’ – buy side

5  GENERAL ELECTRIC

‘GE is focused on accountability to shareholders as it considers 
the ethical issues that may compromise the company. It is intent 
on excellent disclosure and holds in-depth meetings to report 
on all the major issues and their possible effects’ – buy side

1  LINKEDIN

‘The best thing about LinkedIn now is its IR team. Ever since 
it brought in a former buy-side analyst, who is extremely well 
informed, organized and a great communicator, LinkedIn’s 
IR has improved. The team now also has a former sell-side 
analyst and this brings another dimension’ – sell side

‘The IR team at LinkedIn is now headed up by former buy-side 
analyst Matt Sonefeldt. As a result, it is able to help you think 
clearly about how to build an accurate model. Everyone on  
the team is thoughtful and intelligent and understands where 
the business is headed’ – buy side

2  BOSTON SCIENTIFIC

‘I’m a fan of simplicity. Boston Scientific’s IR has improved  
in part due to the financial releases being more concise and 
also because presentations are now tighter with the main 
points highlighted’ – sell side

=3  BLACKROCK

‘BlackRock expanded the IR team, which was an improvement, 
and it now provides a good outreach program for analysts’ – 
sell side 

=3  CONOCOPHILLIPS

‘The IR team at Conoco now stays in touch constantly and this 
is a great improvement’ – sell side  

Danaher 

Covidien

Intel

JPMorgan Chase & Co

General Electric

Exxon Mobil

Time Warner

39

30

30

24

21

18

18

LinkedIn 

Boston Scientific

BlackRock

ConocoPhillips

Comcast

Schlumberger 

Oracle

Zoetis

30

24

21

21

20

20

18

18
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FURTHER INVESTOR/
ANALYST FEEDBACK

Plains All American Pipeline
‘Plains All American has got better at looking at the 

industry as a whole’ – buy side

Polaris Industries
‘The well-informed, two-man IR team knows the 

answers and is happy to get back to you’ – sell side
‘The transparency at Polaris is good’ – sell side

Quanta Services
‘I like the way Quanta is very clear about how much 

access you will get each year. It seems to be graded so 
you know exactly where you stand with it. And once 
you’re there, it is very helpful’ – sell side

Republic Services
‘The IR team at Republic is open and easy to talk to. 

You know it’s only a phone call away at any time’ – sell side

Salesforce.com
‘The Salesforce analyst days are really good because 

the firm provides lots of information and runs a tight 
ship. The meetings start on time, too’ – sell side

‘Salesforce’s CEO communicates the story and the  
vision publicly and very well’ – sell side

Schlumberger
‘The new IR guy was appointed from within the  

company and has really turned things around.  
Schlumberger is now much more accessible and helpful’ 
– sell side

‘Schlumberger has made the greatest improvements 
over the past year with a better point man, more  
inclusive management access, and an overall effort  
to be more user-friendly’ – sell side

‘The new IR team is doing an outstanding job 
providing transparent and open communications to  
the Street. It even sends articles and links via email on 
new technologies’ – sell side

‘Schlumberger has a large IR team and, as we are  
a small company and our investment is small, usually a 
junior member will get back to us. At least it looks after 
the smaller investors’ – buy side

‘The meetings at Schlumberger are thorough and 
cover a lot of ground while providing good details on 
products and services’ – buy side

Starbucks
‘Starbucks treats all parties as if they were  

customers. This even applies to shareholders, which  
I think is unique’ – buy side

meeting, which is much appreciated and always  
extremely helpful’ – sell side

‘Although they have both been restricted, Medtronic 
and Covidien have been doing a good job of keeping  
us informed about the merger’ – sell side

‘Medtronic’s IRO, Anil Asrani, always responds in a 
timely manner, provides good color, is thorough and 
always follows up’ – sell side

Monsanto
‘It’s a fairly complex business with lots of intricacies, 

so when you go to a Monsanto meeting there’s always a 
lot to learn’ – sell side

‘The IRO at Monsanto is consistent and doesn’t get 
swayed by market perception. He has a handle on cash 
deployment as well’ – sell side

Moody’s
‘The head of IR at Moody’s is the best in the sector. 

She is so responsive and such a good communicator. 
She’s also good at organizing corporate access and 
getting the management team out on the road. She 
knows the business so well’ – sell side

Morgan Stanley
‘It could be because the business has been simplified, 

but I find that Morgan Stanley has improved a lot. It is now 
providing more detail on segments and recently added a 
fixed income conference call to the agenda’ – buy side

‘Morgan Stanley is very good at laying out where it’s 
going – and why, strategically’ – buy side

Oracle
‘The IR team at Oracle takes the time and makes the 

effort to discuss issues with us. If the IR job is to commu-
nicate, Oracle’s head of IR does that very well’ – buy side

‘Recently Oracle’s message has got much better and 
it goes into much more detail than previously. It is 
prepared to spend a lot of time with you to really explain 
any issues’ – buy side

‘Oracle has been up-front about the issues it has had 
and is very good at reaching out to people’ – buy side

Philip Morris International
‘Both the IR team and management are helpful.  

In general, the sector provides too little access but  
Philip Morris makes a good effort’ – sell side

Phillips 66
‘Phillips 66 is good at explaining how the margins of 

the business work and making sure we understand the 
direction the company is going in’ – sell side

➤
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RESEARCH 
PROCESS

Methodology

The sample group for this study consists of sell-side 
analysts, buy-side analysts and portfolio managers.  
Ipreo provided contact details of more than 23,000 
buy-side analysts, sell-side analysts and portfolio  
managers based in the US and covering US equities.  
The first stage was to email all the contacts with an 
electronic version of the survey, programed by research 
firm Fox Insight. Fieldwork for this took place during 
September and October 2014 and 286 respondents 
completed the online survey. In October and November 
2014 Mary Maude Research in London interviewed  
a further 350 people by telephone, taking the total  
responses to 636. On average, telephone interviews  
took 10-25 minutes.

Points, rankings and awards

POINTS
Each respondent was asked to make three nominations 
per award category: first, second and third. A first choice 
nomination earns six points, a second choice earns 
three and a third choice earns two. The total number  
of points is then calculated by multiplying by six the 
number of firsts, by three the number of seconds, and 
adding two points for each third. This points system is 
also used for all of IR Magazine’s perception studies 
around the world.

RANKINGS
The points allow us to rank all companies in the  
entire investor perception study. This is done by adding 
together all the points in the 11 awards categories  
open to all companies (so excluding best IR during a 
corporate transaction, best crisis communications,  
best IR for an IPO, the sector awards and the overseas 
company awards). The company with the highest 
number of points obtains the number one ranking.  
As companies’ points decrease, so do their rankings. 
This year the lowest number of points any ranked 
company can have is 30.

AWARDS
There are a total of 35 awards in this report. Awards  
are given for each category asked within the survey.  
The company or individual with the most points in  
each category wins the award. Leading companies  
are also classified according to the following sectors:

Communications

Consumer discretionary

Consumer staples

Energy 

Financials

Healthcare

Industrials

Materials

Technology 

Utilities

The winner of each of the sector awards is  
determined by adding together each company’s points 
from all the other awards categories and ranking the 
firm within its sector. For best investor relations officer, 
best IR by a CEO, best IR by a CFO and the grand prix 
awards there are separate short lists for large-cap, 
mid-cap and small-cap companies. Using the NYSE  
and NASDAQ indices, a company’s market cap was 
determined as of November 11, 2014 as follows:

‹$2 bn  Small cap
   $2 bn-$20 bn Mid-cap
›$20 bn  Large cap
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PROCESS

Respondents

In September and October 2014, 286 respondents completed the online survey. A further 350 were contacted by 
telephone in October and November 2014. 

RESPONDENTS BY SECTOR

Online 
survey

Telephone 
survey

All or most sectors 39 87

Consumer discretionary 40 32

Consumer staples 14 21

Energy 34

Financials 47 29

Healthcare 41 34

Industrials 48 40

Materials 13 11

Technology &  
 communications

37 54

Utilities 17 15

Other 30 –

RESPONDENTS BY INVESTMENT ROLE

53%

28%

16%

3%

Sell-side analyst Buy-side analyst

Portfolio manager Other

TOTAL

Telephone survey (%)

Online survey (%)

54

31

12

3

52

26

19

3
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QUESTIONNAIRE

Which companies have the best corporate governance 
policies and implementation?

SUSTAINABILITY   
Do you think companies in the US pay sufficient  
attention to sustainability issues and the communication 
of their objectives to investors?

Which US companies have the best corporate  
sustainability practice?

CORPORATE TRANSACTION  
(M&A, divestment, joint venture, capital raising)   
What are the essential features of effective management 
during a transaction?

Over the past year, which companies have handled a 
transaction well? 

CRISIS COMMUNICATIONS    
Which company that faced a specific crisis in the past 
year (end 2013 to date) handled it best in terms of 
communications with the investment community?

IPO     
Which US company conducted the best IR during an initial 
public offering over the past year (end 2013 to date)? 

THE PEOPLE     
Thinking about the people involved with IR, what is most 
important for you about the company executives you talk 
to in the course of making investment decisions?
• Openness
• Accessibility
• Responsiveness
• Knowledge

Which areas of knowledge?     
• Numbers
• Sector information
•  Understanding the impact of the macroeconomy/

competitors
Which companies have the CFOs, CEOs and IROs who 
best meet your expectations?

GRAND PRIX FOR BEST OVERALL INVESTOR  
RELATIONS      
Of all the US companies you are currently dealing with 
or have dealt with in the past year, which companies do 
you believe have the best overall IR program?

BEST IR IN THE US BY A COMPANY FROM ANOTHER 
REGION      
Thinking about companies from other regions, which 
companies that you cover/follow from other global 
regions/countries have the best overall IR program?

REPORTING & DISCLOSURE
Overall, is the published financial information you get 
from companies (hard copy or digital) satisfactory? 

What are the hallmarks of good reporting and disclosure 
whether in the form of annual/quarterlies, sustainability 
reports, meetings or websites?

Overall, which companies have the best reporting and 
disclosure? Why?  

TECHNOLOGY 
In terms of technology, whether for financial reporting or 
otherwise, what new developments do you think actually 
help the investor relations process, and how?  
• Videoconferencing
• Webcasts
• Apps
And which companies that you deal with make the best 
use of technology generally? How and why?

BEST USE OF SOCIAL MEDIA
Which US companies use social media in a way that is 
helpful to the IR process?

MEETINGS 
In terms of meetings with companies and/or their 
individual executives and IROs, what are you hoping to 
get that is not available through written information?

Do you find presentations tend to last about the right 
amount of time? Is there enough time for Q&A? 

Can you think of any specific examples of good meetings 
whether one-on-ones, site visits or roadshows?  

Overall, which companies you deal with hold the best 
meetings? What makes them so good? 

PROGRESS  
Is IR in the US generally improving and, if so, in what 
respects? 

What do you think are the criteria for improvement and 
is progress a result of the appointment of a new IRO, 
CFO or CEO?  

Or is it because a company has stepped up its IR 
activities because of an M&A/crisis situation?

Over the past year, which companies have improved 
their IR the most?

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE   
Apart from accountability to shareholders, what issues 
are the most important to you in terms of corporate 
governance?

Board composition

Chief executive and other senior management pay
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